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The social function of storytelling and stories in Africa

In Africa the tale, like orality, is the greatest means of education and instruction
of the child. During the evenings when the moon was bright, the children gathered
around their grandparents to listen to tales. This gathering had several meanings.
This allowed the children to come together, to learn the meaning of cohabitation.
It created in the children the stability which awakens in them the sense of family
spirit. The conclusions, the lessons learned at the end of each tale, were intended
to educate children, to open their minds so that they know the difference between

goodness and wickedness in order to opt for good and avoid evil.

Sandrine CHIKOU, TS Education Fund.

La fonction sociale du conte et des histoires en Afrique
En Afrique le conte à l’instar de l’oralité est le plus grand moyen d’éducation et

d’instruction de l’enfant. Pendant les soirées de claire lune, les enfants se
regroupaient autours de leurs grands parents pour écouter des contes. Ce

regroupement avait plusieurs significations. Cela permettait aux enfants de se
retrouver entre eux, d’apprendre le sens de la cohabitation. Il créait chez l’enfant

la stabilité qui éveille en lui le sens de l’esprit de famille. Les conclusions, les
leçons tirées à la fin de chaque conte avaient pour objectif d’éduquer les enfants,

d’ouvrir leur intelligence pour qu’ils sachent la différence entre la bonté et la
méchanceté afin d’opter pour le bien et éviter le mal.

Sandrine CHIKOU, TS Education Fund.
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This story is about King Dosoe, a polygamous
king who only wanted sons. 

ajru tʃe zᴐ ̆ bo yi mᴐ ̆ axᴐsu dokpo. axᴐsu ᴐ eɖo asi
 gege. bo ka nᴐ ̆ nyin wă nu vi sunu.
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King Dosoe decided to have a ceremony for his
wives so they would all give birth to boys.

bo ejɛ gbeɖokpo  bᴐ axᴐsu ylo asitᴐ ̆ lɛ bi. boɖᴐ emi
nă hu gbo ɖokpo nu ye. bo mɛn e du gbᴐ ᴐ bi nă ji
sunu.
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During the festival, he roasted a goat and gave
it to his wives to eat.

ɖe e ɖᴐ mᴐ ̆ nu ye ᴐ, e hu gbᴐ ᴐ. bᴐ ye ɖu. bo klᴐ gănu
tʃo bᴐ mɛ ɖokpo ɖee kpo ᴐ a wa. 
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However, his very last wife was missing. Her
co-wives kept the ceremony a secret.

asitᴐ ̆ kpƐvi ᴐ ka ɖo finƐn ă. ɖe e a wa a , e mᴐ ̆ do nu
xo ɖe a. 
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The ceremony was successful and all the wives
gave birth to boys.

eja viji gbe ᴐ eji nyᴐ̆nu. ye ji sunu kɛɖɛ.
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Except for the last wife. She gave birth to a
daughter.

 bo eye kɛɖɛ wɛ ji nyᴐ̆nu. 
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The king took the baby and threw it into the
river.

axᴐsu ɖᴐ gbe dekpᴐ̆ nyᴐ ̆nu si a? ye ni ze nyiɳ gbe ɖo
tᴐᴐto. bᴐ eze nyiɳ gbe ɖo tᴐto. 
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An old lady lived close to the river. She found
the child and took care of it.

bᴐ năwe ɖe wa glemɛn bowa mᴐ ̆ ɛn. năwe ᴐ ka jivi
kpᴐ̆ ă. bᴐ eze. 
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The child grew up and became a young woman.
Her adoptive mother told the girl how she found
her.

bo kpla viᴐ yi hue tᴐ ̆ gbe. bo wili bo ni kaka bᴐ viᴐ
huɛn.
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The girl often went chasing birds in the fields of
her adoptive mother.

 ɖe ehuɛn ᴐ ̆ e nᴐ ̆ yi gle mɛn bo nᴐ ̆ yi nyă xɛlɛ. 
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When the birds came she sang to the field: "The
King Dosoe roasted a goat at a festival so that
his wives would only give birth to boys. I am his
only daughter and he threw me in the river." 

xƐlƐ wa ᴐ e nᴐ ̆ do hă

dosoe dosoe, damɛnu dosoe
dosoe wɛ hu gbᴐ ɖe nă siɛ lɛ , damɛnu
ɖᴐ ye ni do ji sunu ɖoɖo, damɛnu
nyɛn tʃo wɛ nyiɳ nyᴐ̆nu ɖemɛn, ye ze mi sᴐ yi masalasi
tᴐkpa, damɛnu
axᴐlu ɖᴐ nyɛn mă nă ɖu iya tʃe siɳ le gba, damɛnu
axᴐlu dosoe siɳ gle wɛ xɛ nă du kpo
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When they heard this song all of the birds flew
to the king's fields of corn. They destroyed
everything in their path. 

bo nɛn ɖᴐ mᴐ ̆, xɛ lɛ nᴐ̆ biᴐ tᴐ e tᴐ ̆ siɳ gle mɛn nu tᴐ tᴐ ̆.
bo nᴐ ̆ du gbade bo nᴐ ̆ du nu bi siɳ gle ᴐ mɛn. mɛn
ɖemɛn lɛ ewa yi ɖᴐ nu axᴐsu. axᴐsu ɖᴐ vi tɛ ka nyiɳ
viᴐ. 
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The news of this destruction arrived at the
royal court. The king summoned the young girl
and her adoptive mother.

axᴐsu wa huhu gă ɖᴐ ază le le gbe ᴐ ye niɳ wa kple.
ye wa kple ɖo axᴐlu siɳ agbasa. bᴐ viᴐ wa. 
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The King ordered the young girl to sing her song
again and then understood that it was his
rejected daughter who had the talent to talk to
animals. 

eɖᴐ viᴐ niɳ bo ɖᴐ nu e nᴐ ̆ ɖᴐ bᴐ xɛ lɛ nᴐ ̆ ɖu axᴐlu siɳ
gle ᴐ. emă ny�n̆ mᴐ ̆ ă enă să ta tᴐ ̆. bo viᴐ wa ke hă ᴐ̆.
bo wa ji kaka sᴐ yi. ekpatʃa axᴐsu ka ka. bo axosu
ɖᴐ le ovi emitᴐ ̆ wɛ eyiɳ aji. 
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He then divided his kingdom in two and
enthroned this girl Queen of half of his
kingdom. That is why we should love all children
regardless of their sex.

axᴐsu wa ɖᴐ nyiɳ bo ze hue kɛ emi. bo mă nutᴐ ̆ ɖo we
bo ze dokpo nu viᴐ. nu ɖe utu wɛ nu ejivi ᴐ, emă nᴐ̆
ɖᴐ ɖeyᴐ ̆ bo ɖemăyᴐ ̆
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Madame Angele Affovoh was born in Porto Novo, Benin. She has four brothers and
eight sisters. She has had twelve children in total, but has lost three; she gave
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